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Abstract

pin assignment depends on the ordering in which the ‘non-essential’
edges are eliminated and there is no way to determine a ‘good’ ordering for edge deletion. It is not clear to us how any of these approaches
could be extended to include the floorplanningtask.
The technique proposed in this paper avoids cell or net ordering
problems. Floorplanningand pin assignment influence each other during the hierarchical steps of the algorithm. Floorplanning determines
positions and shapes of hierarchical cells, sets the channel topology
and assigns capacities to the routing regions. Pin assignment and
global routing operate on the hierarchical floorplanning solution and
are weaved in order to produce assignments for floating pins which
minimize the layout area as well as the total interconnection length.
The initial pin assignment sets the stage for the global routing step by
assigning positions to the floating pins. Global routing, then, determines connection pattems and defines channel densities. This information is subsequentlyused to adjust the pin positions. Global spacing
is also performed in order to guarantee routing success.
We formulate the problem and give an overview of our solutiontechnique in Section 2. We discuss our hierarchical floorplanning and pin
assignment techniques in detail in Sections 3 and 4. Sections 5 and 6
contain our experimental results and conclusions.

We present a hierarchical technique for floorplanning and pin assignment of the general cell layouts. Given a set of cells with their shape
lists, a layout aspect ratio, relative positions of the extemal 110 pads
and upper bound delay constraints for a set of critical nets, we determine shapes and positions of the cells, locations of the floating pins
on cells and a global routing solution such that a linear combination
of the layout area, the total interconnectionlength and constraint violations for critical nets is minimized. Floorplanning, pin assignment
and global routing influence one another during the hierarchical steps
of the algorithm. The pin assignment algorithm is flexible and allows
various user specified constraints such as pre-specified pin locations,
feedthroughpins, length-criticalnets and planar net topologies. Placement, timing and floorplanning results for Xerox general cell benchmark are reported.

1 Introduction
The layout synthesis problem is very complex and, hence, is often divided into a sequence of simpler tasks. Initially, positions and shapes
of cells are determined. This step is followed by pin assignmentwhich
obtains positions forfloating pins on the cell boundaries and by global
routing which assigns connection paths to the nets. Finally, routing
area is broken into smaller regions which are sequentially processed
by appropriate detailed routers. The reason for this decomposition
is computational. In fact, floorplanning,pin assignment and routing
steps must be combined in order to generate high quality layouts. (Performing global routing is usually sufficientsince it makes accurate estimation of the layout area and the interconnection length possible.)
In addition, a hierarchical approach which appropriately prunes the
solution space and reduces the design objects to manageable sizes is
advantageous. In this paper we present a hierarchical technique for
simultaneous floorplanning,pin assignment and global routing.
Previous works on pin assignment assume that shapes and positions
of cells are given as input data. These algorithmscan be classified into
three categories:

2 Overview of the Algorithm
We assume that each cell is characterized by a shape function which
defines the cell’s height as a function of its width. We further assume
that area of a cell is not sensitive to the arrangement of pins on its
boundary. We consider rectangular cells and measure quality of the
layout by the area of the smallest rectangle which completely covers
all cells and routing regions. The user may specify a set of critical nets
with propagation delay constraints, impose constraints on the relative
positions of the pins, or require planar topology for Vdd / Gnd nets.
Some pins may be fixed while others are floating.
We generate a hierarchical representationof the circuit in the form of
a multi-way cluster tree. Each leaf in the tree corresponds to an actual
cell, and each intemal node (which we will altemately refer to as a
cluster node or a hierarchical cell) represents a collection of highly
connected cells (or clusters of cells). After building the cluster tree,
we traverse it from the bottom up and compute lower bounds on the
area of each cluster node as a function of its aspect ratio (i.e, the shape
function for the node). At the same time, we estimate the total length
of interconnections which lie entirely within the node as a function
of node area (i.e., the interconnection length function for the node).
These functions are used during the top down floorplanning to guide
the search for a good floorplanning solution. (See [6] for details.)
In the top down phase we start from the root of the cluster tree and
floorplan the nodes in a breadth first manner. As a result of floorplanning a cluster node, we assign shapes and positions to its child nodes
and update the current partial floorplan solution. Next, we enter the pin
assignment and global routing phase for the node. We do an initial pin

Those which assign pins on a cell by cell basis [ 1, 21;
Those which assign pins on a net by net basis [3,4];
Those which sequentiallyprocess edges of a supergraphcontaining the global route solutionsfor all nets, finding a coarse
pin assignment and global routing solution followed by a local pin assignment optimization for that global routing [5].
Among these approaches, only [5] correlates pin assignment with
global routing. However, the quality of the global routing with coarse
‘This project is supported in part by SemiconductorResearch Corporation under
grant number 89-DC-008 and National ScienceFoundationunder grant number MIP88-3711.
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view of the layout plane and the connections during floorplanningand
pin assignmentof D.
To measure the quality of a proposed floorplan solution for a cluster
node, we proceed as follows. For an enumerated topological possibility, we add areas and interconnection lengths contributed by the children of the node as given by their shape and interconnection length
functions. These functions act as estimates of the expected layout cost
starting from the partial layout solution where the child nodes are not
yet floorplanned to the complete layout. Next, we add the area and the
interconnectionlength which are required to combine the child nodes
into the enumerated possibility.

,Hierarchical Cell

4 Pin Assignment

c

We enter the pin assignmentphase after a node (e.g., D ) has been floorplanned. Thus, we know shapes and positions of its child nodes ( D 1,
0 2 and D3), shapes, positions and pin locations for other nodes (A,
B and C), the estimated routing area around the cells (channel capacities) and the global net list as depicted in Figure 2. Our goal is to
assign locations to the 1/0pins on the child cells such that the channel
capacity constraints are satisfied while the total interconnectionlength
and the critical net length violations are minimized .
In order to avoid necessity for the sequential processing of cells or
nets, we transform the pin assignment problem into a linear sum assignment problem as follows. We build a cost matrix whose rows correspond to the floating pins on the child cells and its columns correspond to the pin slots (feasible pin locations) on the child cells. By
solving the linear assignment problem, we determine locations for the
floating pins. For that assignment we perform global routing and calculate channel densities. If some channels are over-subscribed, we
repeat the pin assignment procedure. The initial and final assignments
differ only in the way we set-up and calculate the linear assignment
cost matrix.
Routing area may be very irregular. Therefore, in order to store the
routing information, we use the general approach of [9], which was
also adopted in the BEAR layout system [lo, 71. The entire area of a
layout is covered with rectangles referred to as tiles. There are two
kinds of tiles: solid tiles which represent cells and space tiles which
represent empty space for routing between the cells. Given a placement of rectangular shaped general cells, we define two tile planes:
the horizontal tile plane where all space tiles are maximal horizontal
strips and the vertical tile plane where all space tiles are maximal vertical strips. In the tile plane, each space tile has four edges: two of them
are called spans of the tile (which are completely covered by the solid
tiles); the other two form sides of the tile. A space tile is a bottleneck
tile if its sides are covered by the sides of adjacent space tiles. These
are the areas where wire congestion is most likely to occur. A junction
region is the maximal empty space which is completely surrounded by
the solid tiles, bottleneck tiles or the plane boundaries.
Each side of a solid cell is divided into a set of segments. The bottleneck segments are those maximal intervals of sides of cells which are
fully covered by the adjacent bottlenecks. The junction segments are
the remaining maximal segments. We show the tile planes in Figure 2.
(u2, u3), (u4, us) and ( U T , u l ) are the vertical bottleneck segments of
the cell A. (u3, u4) and (as, U 6 ) are vertical junction segments of cell
A. Similarly, ( b z , b 3 ) , ( b 4 , b5) and ( b 6 , b l ) are the vertical bottleneck
segments of B and (b5, b6) is a vertical junction segment of B.
For each segment of each cell we determine the number of feasible
pin slots. First, we determine the number of pin slots on the bottleneck segments. Suppose that at most t parallel wires can pass through
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Figure 1: Partial floorplan solution prior to floorplanning D.
assignment which produces a pin assignment solution consistent wi
relative pin position, net topology and channel capacity constraintsand
minimizes the sum over all nets of the half perimeter length of the net
bounding boxes. Then, we do global routing which produces shortest
connection paths for all nets. After global routing, if capacity constraints for some channels are violated, we perform a final pin assignment which re-positionsthe floating pins to reduce congestions in the
over-subscribedchannels. The process of the top down traversal of the
cluster tree continues until the leaf level is reached.

3 Floorplanning
We define some terminology and notations. A k-room j7oorplanpattern is a floorplan structure with exactly k rooms. An orientation of a
pattem is a clockwise rotation of the pattem with respect to the external I/O pin locations. A labeling of a pattem is an assignmentof nodes
of the cluster tree to individual rooms. A topologicalpossibility refers
to a particular choice of floorplan pattem, pattem labeling and pattem
orientation [7, 61.
The user has specified the chip aspect ratio, the relative locations of
the extemal 1/0 pads and upper bound delay constraints on a few critical nets. Initially,we convert these timing constraints to upper bound
constraints on the length of critical nets using a simple delay model.
(See [8] for details.) Next, we floorplan the root of the cluster tree
by enumerating all topologicalpossibilitiesand picking the possibility
that minimizes area, interconnectionlength and critical net-length constraint violations. In the process we assignshapes, positions and pinlocations to the children of the root. Then, we floorplan these child nodes
in the order of decreasing area. However, prior to floorplanning a child
node, we update the global net list to include cells and connections inside the node. Updating the cell list means that we delete the node and
insert its children into the list. Updating the pin lists consists of deleting pins on the node boundary and adding pins on the cells inside the
node. Referring to Figure 1, D is about to be floorplanned. The current net list consists of cells A, B , C, D and nets 711 = (p4,p5, i l ) and
713 = ( T I , ‘2). We update the global net list to include cells A, g, C,
D1,0 2 and 0 3 and new nets 711 = ( P I ,pz,p3, 174,P S ) , 122 = (a, a)
and 713 = (‘1, ~ 2 ) This
.
updating is beneficial since it provides a global
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Figure 2: Partial floorplan solution prior to initial pin assignment.

Figure 3: Partial floorplan solution prior to final pin assignment.

a bottleneck. We presume that a x t pins can be placed on each segment covered by that bottleneck. l / a is the track utilization factor
which is about 0.65 using a standard channel router. We uniformly
distribute these pin slots along the bottleneck segment. (The length of
a bottleneck segment and the number of pin slots in it determines the
minimum pin-to-pin spacing which must be at least as large as that dictated by the design rules.) Having calculated the number of pin slots
on all the bottleneck segments, we add them to get the number of pin
slots on each cell. If a cell has less slots than it has floating pins, new
pln slots are added on the junction segments. For each junction segment we pick the more pessimistic spacing of the adjacent bottleneck
segments. For example, refemng to Figure 2, spacing of pin slots in
segment ( b 4 , b5) is bigger than the spacing in segment ( b 6 , b l ) , therefore, for junction segment (b5, b 6 ) , we pick the same spacing as that
in segment ( b 4 , b5). If after adding pin slots to the junction segments,
there are not enough slots on some cells, we de-compact the node so
that the number of feasible slots on each child cell may be increased
to be equal to or bigger than the number of floating pins there.
For the initial pin assignment we call the cost matrix [C]and determine its entries as follows. For each net having floating pins on the
child cells, we construct a minimum rectangle which touches the child
cells and the extemalI10 pins connected by the net. (Figure 2 shows
the touch rectangle for net nl.) All the slots that fall within this touch
rectangle and lie on the child cells connected by the net are assigned
a zero cost. Other slots have positive costs proportional to their Manhattan distances from the touch rectangle. Pin slots on the cells which
are not connected by the net are assigned infinite costs. Next, we run
a linear assignment algorithm [Ill on the matrix [C]. As a result, a
subset s of entries Ckn of matrix [c]
is chosen such that the following
holds:

During the initial pin assignment we only implicitly consider the
bottleneck congestions (by controlling the number of available slots
per segment of each child node). However, chip area and total wire
length can be accurately estimated only after the global routing. It
is, therefore, necessary to combine global routing with pin assignment as is described below. After initial pin assignment, we perform
global routing on the partial floorplan. The global router produces the
shortest connection paths for all nets. (We modified [12] to ignore
the channel capacity constraints.) This routing scheme may result in
over-congested channels. In that case, we do a final pin assignment
which repositionsthe floating pins on the child cells in order to reduce
congestions in the over-subscribed channels. First, we re-calculate
the number of pin slots on each segment of each child cell based on
the bottleneck congestions after global routing. In particular, we decrease the number of pin slots in the over-subscribedbottlenecks (i.e.,
density > capacity) and add to this number in the under-subscribed
bottlenecks (i.e., density < capacity). Next, we calculate the new
Its structure is similar to that of the matrix [C],that is,
cost matrix [D].
[D]
has the same number of rows as [C]but may have different number
of columns.
For each net, we examine the connectiontree produced by the global
router. For this tree, we identify the list ofjunction regions that the net
goes through. All the slots that fall within these junction regions and
are on cells connected by the net have cost zero. All other slots on the
connected cells have a cost proportional to their minimum Manhattan
distances from the nearest junction region. Slots on cells which are not
connected by the net have infinite cost.
To motivate the above slot cost calculation, consider Figure 3. This
figure shows the partial floorplan solution after the initial pin assignment and global routing on Figure 2. The global routing for n1 goes
throughjunction regions j1, j z and j 3 and for nz goes throughj l and jz.
Without loss of generality, assume that bottleneck region bl is undersubscribed and b2 is over-subscribed. The goal of the second pin assignment is to alleviate routing congestion in b z by moving pins out of
that region. To achieve this goal, we reduce the number of pin slots in
b2 and increase the number of pin slots in bl. Therefore, there will be
more competition(among pins of competing nets n1 and nz) for available pin slots in bz and less competitionfor those in b l . Since there are
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Since rows in the cost matrix [C] correspond to floating pins and
columns correspond to the pin slots, the linear assignmentdetermines
pin assignment with the minimum cost.
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ratio was varied from 0.5 to 3.0 and all leaf cells were assigned rigid
shapes.) Next, we ran our floorplanner / pin assigner on the benchmark using the shape lists specified in [13] and obtained an average
7.5% reduction in the layout area and 25% reduction in the total interconnection length. Finally, we introduced the net-length constraints
for the 16 critical nets in the Xerox benchmark. For a number of chip
aspect ratios, our program generated floorplanning solutions with minimum area and planar power and ground routing which satisfied all the
constraints. The run time for floorplanning the benchmark was about
5 minutes.

not enough pin slots in bz to accommodate all the pins, pins of some
nets have to be shifted out. There are pin slots in bl and bz which have
the same Manhattan distances from the junction region j1. Therefore,
we can move either pl or 41 into bl without increasing the sum cost.
No pins in b 1 has to move out since the number of slots in b 1 have been
increased. Thus, the linear assignment solver will move either pl or
q1 out of b2 into bl. In general, this cost calculation procedure tends
to reduce the channel congestions with a minimal increase in the total
interconnection length.
It is worthwhile noting that the above procedure based on linear sum
assignment does not find the optimal pin locations withineach routing
channel, and therefore, must be followed by a channel pin arrangement
procedure as in [5]. For example, consider net n3 in Figure 3. This net
does not pass through any junction region. We want to minimize the
half perimeter length of the box enclosing its pins. It is &ell known
that this task cannot be accomplished using linear assignment. (The
cost of assigning a pin to a slot is dependent on the position of the
other pin.)
Our method also handles nets whose pins were preassigned at the expense of more work during the floorplanning phase and slightly more
complex processing during the slot generation and positioning phase.
In particular, during the floorplanning step, we must optimize orientation of the cells based on the locations of their fixed pins, and when
calculating the number and the distribution of pin slots within bottleneck boundaries, we must account for the presence of the fixed pins.
(We maintain a list of free boundary regions for each child node.) One
may wish to have a special pin assignment for power and ground nets
to satisfy planar routing topology for these nets. In one such scheme,
all Vdd pins are placed on pin slots located on the top and left cell
boundaries and all Gnd pins are placed on bottom and right boundaries by giving infinite cost to undesirable pin slots for each Vdd or
Gnd pin. If there are some critical nets, we assign very high costs to
the pin slots which are located outside the zero-cost regions for the
nets, hence, ensuring minimum interconnection lengths for these nets.
Of course, this may lead to increased wire length for non-critical nets
and increased total wire length.
We also allow feedthrough insertion on the non-leaf nodes. After
constructing the minimum touch rectangle for a given net, if the rectangle is completely ‘blocked’ by a child node, we insert one or two
feedthrough pins on the child node. Next, we decompose the net into
two spanning subtrees as follows. We find a minimum spanning tree
connecting all pins of the net (which must include the feedthrough
pin(s) and the edge that goes through the child node). Then, we remove the feedthrough edge and obtain two connected subtrees. The
pins in each subtree define a subnet which is then passed into the pin
assignment and the global routing phases.

6 Conclusions
We have presented a hierarchical technique for floorplanning and pin
assignment of general cell layouts. Our technique avoids cell or net
ordering problems. Floorplanning, pin assignment and global routing
influence one another during the hierarchical steps of the algorithm.
Floorplanning determines positions and shapes of cells, sets the channel topology and assigns capacities to routing regions. Pin assignment
sets positions of the 1/0 pins for the next lower level of hierarchy.
The algorithm is quite flexible and allows for various user specified
constraints, e.g, pre-specified pin locations, feedthrough pins, lengthcritical nets and planar net topologies for power and ground routing.
The same pin assignment technique can also be applied to floorplanned
circuits in a flat fashion.

-
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5 Experimental Results
We have implemented our floorplanning technique in the C language
on a DEC3100 running Ultrix Worksystem V2.1 and have incorporated
it into the BEAR system [ 101. Due to lack of published results on floorplanning and pin assignment, we can not present comparative results
for our system. However, we are able to compare layouts produced by
our system with those produced by BEAR release 1.0 placement [7].
BEAR release 1.0 uses a top-down hierarchical placement approach
similar to ours but does not perfom floorplan sizing and pin assignment. Nor does it honor the timing constraints. We ran BEAR release
1 .O placement on Xerox general cell benchmark and recorded layout
area and interconnection length after detailed routing. (Chip aspect
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